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YouTube-filmpjes maken voor kids

By : Nick Willoughby

Magnetism Investigations

By : Karen Latchana Kenney
You've probably played with magnets or seen them on a refrigerator door. But did you know that magnets are used in everything from laptops to electric guitars? Why and how do these magnets work? Throughout the centuries, scientists have wondered about magnetism. Why are some objects always magnetic while others are magnetic for only a short time? How do compasses work? Do migrating animals use magnetism to navigate? When scientists have questions like these, they complete experiments to find the answers. Learn what they have discovered about magnets and magnetism.

Le migliori MOD per Minecraft

By : Sarah Guthals, Stephen Foster & Lin
Sapevi di poter creare delle mod per cambiare lo schema del gioco? E che puoi addirittura usarle per creare i tuoi minigiochi dentro Minecraft? Con questo libro e con la versione gratuita del software LearnToMod imparerai come fare! - Spleef: un gioco sportivo single-player; Monster Arena: un gioco multivello per far combattere i mostri; Capture the Flag: un gioco multiplayer come il classico gioco
‘Bandiera’.

**Above and Beyond**

By: ** Discovery & Olugbemisola Rhuday-Per**

Since NASA was established in 1958, it has landed rovers on distant planets and launched telescopes deep into space—all so that we can look back to the beginning of time. Through stunning images provided by NASA and fascinating profiles and sidebars of lesser known contributors to the NASA program, young space fans will learn how NASA started, how it faced challenges along the way, how much it has achieved, and how it will continue to move forward in the future. NASA’s boundless curiosity and urge to explore lies at the heart of the human adventure. NASA rises to the urgent challenges we face, using its massive reach and expertise to find answers to vital questions like: How can we learn to live in a more extreme natural environment? Inspired by Rory Kennedy’s documentary of the same name (airing 10/2018), Above and Beyond aims to leave audiences hopeful and inspired about the future of our planet—and convinced that NASA is essential to our continued survival as we mark its important anniversaries and dream of new discoveries to come.

**Soil, Sun, and Seeds - Children's Agriculture Books**

By: ** Baby Professor**

Soil, sun and seeds - these are the ingredients to create a green world. Agriculture is not a usual subject taught in kindergarten or elementary but it has to be discussed. The young needs to know where all the food comes from and what their role is to ensuring that there’s plenty of greens for everyone. Grab a copy of this book today!

**From the Ground to the Grocery! Popular Healthy Foods, Fun Farming for Kids - Children's Agriculture Books**

By: ** Baby Professor**

Farming is fun, especially if you’re growing the most popular and healthy foods you see in the grocery. But where do these produce come from? And how are they grown? Learn the basics of farming in this cool educational resource. Your child will love this book because of its colors, cool layout and carefully selected age-appropriate texts. Grab a copy today!

**Guinness World Records 2016 - Gamer's Edition**

By: ** Guinness World Records**

The bestselling videogames annual is back! Bursting with mind-blowing records and tantalizing trivia, the Guinness World Records 2016: Gamer’s Edition is a must-have for any gaming fan. Whether you’re all about the latest first-person shooter, an app aficionado, an MMO master, or a die-hard retro gamer, you’ll find show-stopping records, top 10 roundups, quick-fire facts and stats, and hundreds of amazing new images from all your favourite games. What’s more, brand new for this year’s book is a dedicated section just for Minecraft fans, with a mega-showcase of the greatest construction records, in-game tips and lots more blocky goodness. Plus, discover which tech milestones have been smashed in the last year – in both software and hardware, get all the insider secrets from industry experts, and marvel at the players who have leveled up to the very top of the leaderboards. Think you can challenge the current champions? Look inside to see how to break your very own record! Guinness World Records: Gamer’s Edition s have sold a whopping 3+ million copies. Find out for yourself why it’s a game-changer!

**Fortnite Battle Royale: Advanced Strategies**

By: ** Jason R. Rich**
The Premier Advanced Strategy Guide for the Most Popular Game in the World! Targeted to readers ages of 8 and up, Fortnite Battle Royale Hacks: Advanced Strategies focuses on more advanced game play strategies. This strategy guide for advanced gamers will: - Delve more into the best uses for the individual weapons available within the game - Offer advanced strategies related to where to land on the island to quickly find weapons and ammo - Cover in-depth strategies for surviving the final circle, when the inhabitable map is very small and only a small handful of adversaries remain - Discuss how to customize the gamer's controls to achieve the best accuracy and speed when engaged in battles - Examine customizing a character's appearance If a gamer manages to survive until the final circle, a new collection of strategies needs to be adopted. This strategy guide will help more experienced gamers prepare (in advance) to reach the final circle, and then provide the expert tips needed to become the last soldier standing at the end of each battle. For example, how to quickly design and build an extremely tall and secure fortress will be covered. How to advance on the final enemies or defend against their attacks as they push toward the reader's fortress for a final assault will also be discussed. This particular guide will also explain how to master some of the newer gameplay modes that allow players to group themselves into pairs or teams of four, for example, in order to defeat all adversaries on the island.

**Racing Car**

By : David West
When Carrie arrives at her uncle’s race track, she finds the racing car she wants to drive doesn’t work. In fact, it’s in pieces! Luckily, her cousin, Elvis, is on hand to help rebuild it. Join them in their quest to rebuild the racing car, and along the way discover the science of the machine and what makes it work. WHY THINGS DON’T WORK is a series of books that present a comic story to show how machines work— from the creator of ‘Brain Surgery for Beginners’, ‘531/2 Things That Changed the World’ and ‘Answers to Questions You Always Wanted to Ask’.

**Tractors**

By : Snapshot Picture Library
Get ready to see tractors in action! Accompanied by a read-along audio track, more than 70 colorful photos showcase all kinds of tractors. Tractors and humans team up for all sorts of jobs and activities. Farmers use tractors to plow, harrow, and sow seeds. Off the farm, tractors can help with tasks like clearing snow, mowing lawns, and helping boats in and out of the water. Snapshot Picture Library books include a read-along feature: Children can read along with an audio track, following the highlighted words on each page. Perfect for pre-readers and early readers! Kids will enjoy learning fun facts about tractors, and the more than 70 beautiful color photographs will delight anyone who loves tractors, especially toddlers, preschoolers, and elementary-school children. 64 pages 70 color photos
The Internet of Things contains an enormous variety of sensors and connected smart objects that are making the web wiser. Learn what it means for the future. View the infographic. The Big Data Bang. The “Internet of Things” is exploding. It is made up of billions of “smart” devices—from miniscule chips to mammoth machines—that use wireless technology to talk to each other (and to us). Our IoT world is growing at a breathtaking pace, from 2 billion objects in 2006 to a projected 200 billion by 2020. That will be around 26 smart objects for every human being on Earth! Where the Wireless Things “American girl.”. In title, the word “smart” is added with a carat. A practical guide to maintaining good friendships and identifying toxic ones that explains how to handle and recover from fights, stop oneself from partaking in bad behaviors such as backstabbing and bullying, and find the right kinds of friends.